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**Language of Conflict and Resolution**

William F. Eadie 2001 Comprised of a series of lectures sponsored by the National Communication Association and the Smithsonian Associates in Washington DC, this book contains the research of leading communication scholars working on conflict theory and practice.

Language and Conflict Rights -William D. Davies 2018-07-31 As the colonial heritage of empires fades around the world, the role of language in ethnic conflict has become increasingly topical, as has issues concerning the right of speakers to choose and use their preferred language(s). Such rights are often asserted and defended in response to their being violated. The importance of understanding these events and issues, and their relationship to individual, ethnic, and national identity, is critically important. This book examines the political and social consequences of these developments in a range of fields outside of, as well as within, linguistic areas. The book is targeted to academics, non-specialists alike, presenting basic facts about the role of language in the formation of identity and the preservation of culture. It articulates and explores categories and language rights abuses through detailed presentation of illustrative case studies, and distills from these key cross-linguistic and cross-cultural generalizations.

Language of Conflict -Natalia Koblouchova 2020-06-11 Exploring the ways in which language and conflict are intertwined and interrelated, this volume examines the paradoxes of discovering the role of language in conflict. It explores the social, political, and economic situations of interactions between conflicting parties and institutions that mediate language encounters. It examines cases studies of the role that languages have played in specific conflicts, from colonial times through to the Middle East and Africa today. The contributors provide vivid evidence to challenge the monopolistic assumptions that have affected traditional views of war and conflict. They show that languages are woven into every aspect of the making of war and peace, and demonstrate how language shapes public policy and military strategy, setting frameworks and expectations. The Handbook's 22 chapters powerfully illustrate how the encounter between languages in integral to almost all conflicts, to every phase of military operations and to the lived experiences of those on the ground, who meet, work and fight with speakers of other languages. This comprehensive work will appeal to scholars from across the disciplines of linguistics, translation studies, history, and international relations; and provide fresh insights for a broad range of practitioners interested in understanding the role and implications of languages in war and peace.

Language and Conflict -Martin Pütz 1994 The selected articles compiled in the present volume are based on contributions prepared for the 17th International L.A.U.D. (Language Agency Universities Duibourg) Symposium held at the University of Diisseldorf on 25-27 March 1992. The 13 papers in this book focus on problems and issues of intercultural communication. The first part is devoted to theoretical aspects related to the interaction of language and culture and deals with the issue from anthropological, cognitive, and linguistic points of view. Part II raises issues of language policy and language planning such as the manipulation of languages in international interaction; it includes case studies pertaining to multilingual settings, for example in Africa, Australia, Malasia, and Europe. The volume opens with a foreword by D. Hy. Hymes.

Talking Conflict: The Loaded Language of Genocide, Political Violence, Terrorism, and Warfare -Anna-M. Wittmann 2016-12-05 In today’s information era, the use of specific words and language can serve as powerful tools that incite violence—or silence and conceal the ugliness of war. This book examines the complex, “twisted” language of conflict. • Provides readers with an in-depth awareness of how languages are often used to sanitize and obfuscate understanding of reality, thereby offering insight into past and ongoing human conflicts from 1900 onward • Elucidates important terms that in our current “information age” are being used loosely, often without clear definition • Promotes a critical analysis of how words are used, particularly as propaganda • Supports Common Core educational standards by enabling key critical thinking skills and learning strategies and apply them when reading and interpreting texts.

A War of Words-Yaacov Suliman 2004-06-10 Suliman’s book considers national identity in relation to language, the way in which language can be manipulated to signal political, cultural or historical difference. As a language with a long-recorded heritage and one spoken by the majority of those in the Middle East in various dialects, Arabic is a particularly appropriate vehicle for such an investigation. It is also a penetrating device for exploring the conflicts of the Middle East: This is well-crafted, well-organized, and eloquent book. ‘Karim Bybila, Georgetown University

Language Policy and Language Conflict in Afghanistan and Its Neighbors-Harold Schiffman 2011-12-09 The contribution of this collection of articles is to examine language use and policy in Afghanistan. They are a valuable contribution to the study of language and political conflict. [. . .] Language anxiety is not merely that of compliance with international requirements or effectiveness in responding to external pressure--they are largely guided by the internal democratic arguments about the overwhelming importance of international influence. Her book demonstrates that the role of domestic political actors in interethnic reconciliation and Slovakia leads her to make a bold claim about the primacy of domestic politics in the construction of democratic solutions to the conundrum of nation building and minority rights. Talk of the Nation breaks new ground by focusing on both majority and minority political elites and parties in interethnic relations. Csergo challenges arguments about the overwhelming importance of international influence. Her book demonstrates that the role of domestic political actors in interethnic reconciliation is not merely that of compliance with international requirements or effectiveness in responding to external pressure—they are largely guided by the internal democratic process.

Talking Conflict: The Loaded Language of Genocide, Political Violence, Terrorism, and Warfare

Elie Wiesel 2001-11-14 This book challenges students to examine the power of language to shape our understanding of the world and our place in it. It is particularly appropriate for students in an undergraduate social science course.

Language Anxiety-Tim William March 2008-01-29 This engaging and wide-ranging history of language anxiety ranges from the Tower of Babel to the internet. It shows how worry over language results from and causes linguistic change, as well as fueling perennial concerns about class, culture, identity, and social change.

Language Policy and Conflict Prevention-Inywa Ulapat 2018-04-19 Language Policy and Conflict Prevention analyses the components of a balanced language policy with a view to reducing conflict potential. It draws upon contributions from experts working for the OSCE HCNM, Council of Europe, UN as well as leading academics.

When Languages Collide-Bruce Bueno De Mesquita 2001

The Talk of the Nation is a weekly hour-long series on National Public Radio, one of the most popular programs in the United States.
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